K-2 STEAM
STEAM Tales Stories
Fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and infographics are
focused on STEAM subjects of science, technology,
engineering, art, and mathematics. The STEAM
Tales Stories book offers 25 literacy opportunities
drive conversation in STEAM subjects.

Dream. Draw. Design.
Use the engineering design process to build problem
solving skills in young tinkers, makers, innovators,
and the next generation of entrepreneurs and
community leaders. 25 different “one-hour” project
jumpstarters, one for each STEAM Tales Story,
prompt K-5 students to dream of new solutions,
turn ideas into drawings, and create scale models
for testing.

STEAMStart
Introduce scientific methods and the engineering
design process while developing numeracy, place
value, literacy, and measurement. STEAMStart offers
seven 10-day units that may be used individually
or combined to deliver a long range and multiyear STEAM project. Each engineering adventure
starts with a story to be read to students. Team
oriented design challenges offer project based
learning that focuses on STEAM careers, geometry,
measurement, data collection, data representation,
and problem solving.

Start with the stories and conversation.

Work together on a one-hour project jumpstarter
that goes with each STEAM Tales Story.

Extend the learning into classrooms or clubs with
10-day units that center around a STEAM project
that focuses heavily on math and science.

You start each engineering adventure by reading a story. Team oriented design challenges offer
project based learning that focuses on STEAM careers, geometry, measurement, data collection,
data representation, and problem solving. Tinkers talk about math, design, and decisions as
they collaborate to design and test scale models.
Individuals create logbooks to document the team’s progress. Sketches, notes, measurements,
and other requirements instill an understanding of project based learning and engineering
design process. These youngest designers learn the basics of building scale models, developing
simple math models, and testing projects to failure. How far can you extend the pier before it
requires more posts? If your workshop bench collapses under the weight of its tools, how will
you reinforce the design to hold all the materials?

10 Day Units for the K-2
Classroom, Camp, After
School, or STEAM Club.
All Units may be combined
to deliver a long range and
multi-year STEAM project.
You read the stories.
They provide the solutions.

STEAMStart units are aligned
to the Common Core Math and
ELA as well as Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS).
Units include a guidebook and
materials required for each
design challenge.
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Unit

Title

Topic
Mechanical Engineering:
Motion

Unit Concepts
Harvest shapes, observe moon & night sky patterns,
swing pendulums and design rovers. Tinkers design and
construct scale models around the themes of circles and
motion.

1

World Goes
Round

2

Weather or
Not

Meteorology: Weather

3

What’s In
Store

Agricultural Engineering:
Plants & Living Things

Emphasis on communicating ideas, recognizing patterns,
and using quadrilaterals to meet design challenges.

4

The Tiny
House

Structural Engineering:
Habitats

Look at familiar items with a new perspective while using
squares and cubes to meet building challenges.

5

Climbing
Towers

Civil Engineering: Forces
and Balance

Make shapely presentations, locate triangles in
structures, and fold origami in an age-appropriate
introduction to angles, triangles, and pyramids.

6

Prism’s
Playground

GeoEngineering:
Landforms & Erosion

Use polygons and prisms to design and test scale
models with a focus on weather, weathering,
biodegradable materials, and planning.

7

Just in Time

Chemical Engineering:
Solids & Liquids

Observe how living things construct homes, explore
tools through time, investigate tools for marking the
passage of time, and tell stories with timelines.

Explore weather patterns and rainfall, identify common
attributes, investigate building foundations, create
digital patterns, and begin a study of math modeling.
Emphasis on systems, patterns, and circles.

Teacher Guide for Each Unit Includes:

Materials for Each Unit Includes:

• 5 STEMvestigations (1 per subject area)

• 1000 laser cut 3” squares and $300 triangles +
Cardstock and heavy paper for cutting additional shapes.

• Educator Background Materials
• Common Core Math and ELA Correlations

• Art materials

• Next Generation Science Standards
correlations for engineering and science

• Unit-specific materials

• Student handouts

Optional Toolkit Includes:

• Student logbook inserts

• Stopwatch

• Rubrics for STEMvestigations

• Tape Measure

• Pre and Post Assessment Options

• Digital Scale

• Extended Multimedia and Tech Options

• Spring Scale
• Thermometer
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